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MESSAGE FROM MICHELLE
Hello,
Reading is one of my favourite past-times, so coming up with a list of the best
books to share with you, wasn’t easy.
In the end, I settled on those books I found to be the most instructive, useful and
also, easy to read.
There are many books I have read – enjoyed and found useful. However, they
were an incredibly hard slog to get through.
I also selected books that I continue to go back and refer to – time and again –
becoming a core part of my reference library.
There is no doubt this list isn’t exhaustive. It’s a start, which encourages you to read
broadly and deeply on a range of topics.
Happy reading, and I hope you enjoy the selection.
Cheers,
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BECOMING WISE: AN INQUIRY INTO THE MYSTERY AND
ART OF LIVING
Krista Tippett
Background
Krista is the host of the NPR show ‘On Being’ where she interviews astronomers,
neuroscientists, religious leaders, poets and philosophers about their views on the
world and life.
Why this book?
In this book, she distils those conversations into a perspective on the core questions
of our humanity – questions about happiness, justice, love and well-being.
You may wonder how is this relevant in the context of leadership. It’s relevant
because part of being an effective leader is understanding yourself and your
motivations; as well as those of others.
What you’ll learn?
You’ll learn insights about others and yourself as you read stories from people in
fields as wide-ranging as theologians, poets, activists, scientists and teachers.
She delves into topics on the meaning of community, family and identity, as well
as our relationships with each other and technology. She poses questions about
how we live and where we are heading as a society.
Above all else, it is a book of hope for us as humans.
When to pick it up?
When you are seeking to understand yourself and others better, and are looking to
reflect on what’s good in the world.
Want more?
Check out the On Being website - https://onbeing.org/
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DARE TO LEAD
Dr Brené Brown

Background
Brené is a research professor at the University of Houston. She has spent the past
two decades studying courage, vulnerability, shame, and empathy, and most
recently completed a seven-year study on courageous leadership.
She is the author of five #1 New York Times bestsellers: The Gifts of Imperfection,
Daring Greatly, Rising Strong, Braving the Wilderness, and Dare to Lead, which also
debuted at #1 on The Wall Street Journal and Publisher’s Weekly lists.
Why this book?
Courage matters – at work and in our personal lives. In this book, you’ll see how
courage is a skillset that is teachable, measurable and observable.
Courage is something we all need, and as leaders, it is critical.
What you’ll learn?
Through this book, you’ll learn how leadership isn’t about the title you hold, nor
the amount of power you have. Instead, leadership is about holding yourself
accountable for recognising the potential in people and ideas and developing
that potential.
As a daring leader, you don’t pretend to have all the answers; you stay curious,
share power and work to align authority and accountability. You are willing to step
into difficult conversations and situations.
You’ll learn the four skill sets of courage:
•
•
•
•

Rumbling with vulnerability
Living into your values
BRAVING trust
Learning to Rise
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Brené is a great storyteller, and so the book is easy to read, and yet insightful,
instructive and interesting.
When to pick it up?
When you find yourself stepping away from things that matter, and when you
know it’s time to choose courage over what’s comfortable.
Want more?
Download the read-along workbook - https://daretolead.brenebrown.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/10/DTL-Read-Along-Workbook-v1.pdf
Attend a Dare to Lead workshop - https://www.michellegibbings.com/dare-tolead-program/
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EXECUTION: THE DISCIPLINE OF GETTING THINGS DONE
Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan

Background
A former CEO of the year, Larry Bossidy, and business consultant and advisor, Ram
Charan, teamed up to write one of the best business books on how to get things
done.
Why this book?
There are lots of books and models around strategy and strategic thinking, but few
books that are practical and focused on how to execute. That’s surprising when
you consider that successfully implementing is often more than half the battle in
organisations.
It can be far easier to come up with the ideas, then to have the systems, processes
and people all aligned so that progress occurs.
What you’ll learn?
The authors argue that often business leaders ignore the execution side of the
equation because they see it as something they delegate to others to carry out.
In this book, you’ll see how execution is a discipline and a system, which involves
understanding how to link together people, strategy, and operations. The book
explains how to build implementation into your company’s strategy, goals, and
culture, and the role you should play.
They highlight three key points:
1. Execution is a discipline, and integral to strategy
2. Execution is the primary job of the business leader
3. Execution must be a core element of an organisation’s culture.
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For this approach to succeed, you need to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know yourself
Know your people and your business
Be realistic
Set clear goals and priorities
Follow-through on commitments
Reward the doers
Expand people’s capabilities

When to pick it up?
When you feel your progress on getting things done at work is stalling, and you are
looking for advice on how to align your strategy, operations and people better.
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GOOD TO GREAT: WHY SOME COMPANIES MAKE THE
LEAP…AND OTHERS DON’T
Jim Collins
Background
James (Jim) Collins is an American researcher, author, speaker and consultant,
who is an expert in business management and company sustainability and growth.
Why this book?
Some companies succeed, but many fail. Why is that so?
Jim Collins evaluated thousands of articles and interview transcripts to uncover the
answer to that question. The result? A book which reveals the necessary traits to
build a great company.
While this book is a little old, and some of the companies listed are no longer
around (yes, they failed), it is still instructive and insightful.
What you’ll learn?
This book is the result of five years of research, and demonstrates how long-term
sustained performance can be engineered into your organisation’s DNA.
Using robust benchmarks, Collins and his research team identified a set of elite
companies that made the leap to great results and sustained those results for at
least fifteen years. They compared those companies with other companies that
failed to make that same leap. In this contrast, they were able to determine what
was different, and why some companies became great performers, while others
were only good/average.
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This led to seven characteristics:
1. Level 5 Leadership: this is great leadership where leaders build a paradoxical
blend of personal humility and professional will. They are humble learners with
a will to succeed
2. Get the right people on the bus: start not with ‘where are we going’ but with
‘who are we going with’. Get the right people on the bus, and the wrong
people off.
3. Confront the Brutal Facts: identify and assess defining facts in the organisation
and broader external:
• Lead with questions, not answers
• Engage in dialogue and debate, not coercion
• Conduct autopsies without blame.
• Build red flag mechanisms that turn information into information that cannot
be ignored
4. The Hedgehog Concept: Simplicity leads to greatness. Companies should focus
on doing one thing better than anyone else in the world:
• Determine what you can be and what you cannot be best in the world at
• Determine what drives your economic engine
• Determine what you are deeply passionate about
5. A Culture of Discipline: Create an organisational culture of discipline, which
includes adherence to the Hedgehog Concept by shunning opportunities that
do not meet the ‘better than anyone else’ criteria.
6. Technology Accelerators: avoid fads, and instead focus on where technology
can be an accelerator of momentum within your organisation’s Hedgehog
Concept.
7. The Flywheel Effect: take consistent, decisive and deliberate steps that reinforce
the Hedgehog Concept, and that will build momentum, maintain loyalty and
deliver progres
When to pick it up?
When you want a comprehensive guide on the elements needed to help
transform your organisation from an okay one to a great one.
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GUT: THE INSIDE STORY OF OUR MOST UNDER-RATED
ORGAN
Giula Enders
Background
Giula Enders is a doctor, who won first prize at the Science Slam in Berlin for her
2012 presentation “Darm mit Charme” (“Charming Bowles”), which went on
to become a viral sensation on YouTube. What followed was this book, which
became a worldwide bestseller.
Her interest in the gut stems from when she had a sore on her leg that refused to
heal; despite medication and medical treatment. After researching the problem,
she found a link between her skin’s condition and her intestinal health.
Why this book?
This book offers a fascinating insight into an organ that is crucial to your health and
vitality.
There’s lots of books available on the brain, and not many devoted to the gut.
After reading this book, you’ll never take your gut for granted again!
What you’ll learn?
You’ll be taken on a pathway through the body. Starting at your mouth, down the
oesophagus, into the stomach, the small and large intestines, and ultimately to the
final exit.
You’ll learn that the gut is the body’s largest sensory organ, working with the brain
to stabilise our emotional lives, and storing memory.
Giula will help you better tune into your gut so you can understand what’s
happening, what it is signalling you, and what you should do about it. You’ll better
understand how your brain and gut interact with each other, and how stress
impacts the gut.
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When to pick it up?
Anytime is a good time to know more about your body.
Want more?
Check out Giula on TED at: https://www.ted.com/talks/giulia_enders_the_
surprisingly_charming_science_of_your_gut
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HAPPIER: LEARN THE SECRETS TO DAILY JOY AND
LASTING FULFILMENT
Tal Ben Shahar
Background
Tal Ben-Shahar is an author and lecturer, who taught two of Harvard University’s
most popular classes (Positive Psychology and The Psychology of Leadership). His
books have been translated into more than twenty-five languages, and have
appeared on best-sellers lists around the world.
Why this book?
I’m a big fan of positive psychology, and Tal uses that underlying philosophy,
along with scientific studies, research, and his practical advice to create a set of
principles you can use in your daily life.
This book has been around for a while but is still worth spending time on.
What you’ll learn?
In the book, Tal outlines four archetypes of people and how they approach life:
• The hedonist focuses on enjoying the present, ignoring the potential negative
consequences of their actions
• The rat racer is focused so much on potential future gains that they let the
present suffer
• The nihilist enjoys neither the present nor the future
• The happiness archetype lives secure in the knowledge that the activities they
do today will also lead to a fulfilling future
He then provides a guide as to the steps you can take to move towards the
happiness archetype. Along the way, he busts some myths, showing you what
truly delivers sustainable happiness into your life.
He will challenge your thinking, and give you practical exercises that you can use.
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When to pick it up?
When you a wondering if there is more to life, are feeling stuck and are looking to
reshape and reframe your approach.
Want more?
Martin Seligman’s work kicked off much of the work on positive psychology, and is
referenced in Tal’s book. You can follow his work (and that of others) at:
https://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/resources
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MAN’S SEARCH FOR MEANING
Viktor Frankl

Background
Viktor Frankl was an Austrian neurologist and psychologist. He founded the
psychotherapeutic approach,‘Logotherapy’, which was based on his experience
in the Theresienstadt Nazi concentration camp.
His years in that concentration camp, where he ultimately lost most of his family
and his pregnant wife in that concentration camp, profoundly affected his
perspective on the meaning of life.
Why this book?
This book is profound. Written in only nine days, and yet the power of the prose
and the meaning you will gather will last a lifetime.
In 1991, the United States Library of Congress and Book-of-the-Month Club listed
Man’s Search for Meaning as one of the ten most influential books in the United
States.
What you’ll learn?
During his time in the concentration camp, Viktor found the people who didn’t
lose their sense of purpose and meaning were able to survive much longer than
those who did.
Viktor found we cannot avoid suffering in life. We can, however, choose how
to cope with it, find meaning in it, and then move forward with purpose. He
contends that meaning is derived from three sources: purposeful work, love, and
courage in the face of difficulty.
This book will inspire you to find meaning to strive and survive in the face of
impossible odds.
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When to pick it up?
Immediately. This book has the power to reshape your life.
Want more?
Read Maria Popov’s summary in
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/03/26/viktor-frankl-mans-search-for-meaning/
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NEVER SPLIT THE DIFFERENCE: NEGOTIATING IF YOUR LIFE
DEPENDED ON IT
Chris Voss
Background
Chris Voss is a former FBI hostage negotiator, and at one stage, becoming the FBI’s
lead international kidnapping negotiator.
Why this book?
This book offers fascinating insights into how negotiators think, sharing the skills that
helped Chris succeed. He translates that world into the working world, sharing
ideas on how you can use the skills he learned to better negotiate at work.
What you’ll learn?
In this practical guide, Voss shares the nine principles you can use to become
more persuasive in both your professional and personal life.
Humans want to be accepted and understood, and so being an active listener is
the simplest, yet most effective strategy for building rapport. As an active listener
you demonstrate empathy and show a desire to understand better the other side
and their perspective.
To quickly establish rapport, consider the type/tone of voice you use. Chris outlines
three kinds:
1. Late-night FM DJ voice, which is calm and slow and is used selectively to make
a point
2. Playful/positive voice, which is your default voice and is easy-going, goodnatured, while being light and encouraging
3. Direct/assertive voice, which is rarely used because it has the potential to
create pushback.
How to use mirroring to help put the person you are negotiating with in a positive
frame of mind. When people are in a positive frame of mind, they are more likely
to collaborate and problem-solve.
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How to work with people’s emotions and the difference between what is seen and
felt. Voss suggests there are two levels of emotion:
• ‘Presenting’ behaviour, which is the part above the surface we see and hear
• ‘Underlying’ feeling which motivates the observed behaviour
How to know when you have a real agreement and how to best use leverage.
According to Chris, there are three types of leverage:
• Positive leverage, which is when you can withhold or provide what the other
party wants
• Negative leverage, which is your ability to make the other party suffer
• Normative leverage, which is when you analyse the other party’s stance and
use it to advance your position
When to pick it up?
This book is perfect for those times when you are seeking to get better outcomes in
your negotiations, discussions and relationships at work or in your personal life.
Want more?
Watch Chris’ talk at Google - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guZa7mQV1l0
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SEVEN HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE
Stephen Covey

Background
Stephen Covey was an American educator, author, businessman, and keynote
speaker, and the models and approaches he developed to improve effectiveness
and productivity have stood the test of time.
Why this book?
Stephen’s book was one of the first ‘self-help’ / ‘professional development’ books
I read. I continue to recommend reading it because it focuses on timeless values
and principles. It isn’t faddish or based on the latest trend.
It will help you better understand what you need to do to be successful and how
to grow healthy relationships better.
His approach starts from the philosophy that if we want to change a situation, it
starts with changing ourselves.
His research shows that over time we shifted our definition of success. In earlier
times, it focused on character traits such as integrity, humility, courage, justice,
patience, and modesty. However, over time, the way of viewing success
changed to image, attitudes, and behaviours.
Stephen outlines seven habits that are timeless character traits that we can all
hone, develop and enhance.
They are:
Habit 1 - Be Proactive
Take responsibility for your reaction to your experiences, take the initiative to
respond positively and improve the situation. You’ll learn about the Circle of
Influence and Circle of Concern, and how you should focus your energy on what
you can influence.
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Habit 2 - Begin with the End in Mind
Start by thinking about where you want to get to, so you can then work and plan
your way to get there. This includes having principles by which you live your life.
Habit 3 - Put First Things First
In a classic 2 x 2 matrix, you’ll have a tool you can use to work out how to make
decisions, based on what’s important and urgent.
•
•
•
•

Quadrant I. Urgent and important (Do) – important deadlines and crises
Quadrant II. Not urgent but important (Plan) – long-term development
Quadrant III. Urgent but not important (Delegate) – distractions with deadlines
Quadrant IV. Not urgent and not important (Eliminate) – frivolous distractions

URGENT

NOT URGENT

IMPORTANT

Quadrant I
urgent and
important
DO

Quadrant II
not urgent
but important
PLAN

NOT IMPORTANT

Stephen suggests that after completing items in quadrant I, you then spend the
majority of your time on quadrant II.

Quadrant III
urgent but
not important
DELEGATE

Quadrant IV
not urgent and
not important
ELIMINATE
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Habit 4 - Think Win-Win
This habit is all about other people and valuing and respecting those around
you. It is focused on taking the long-term view and understanding that the best
outcome isn’t about you just getting what you need.
Habit 5 - Seek First to Understand, Then to Be Understood
Listening is hard, and understanding is even harder. In this habit, you’ll learn how
empathetic listening helps create deeper connections, positive problem solving
and a more productive atmosphere.
Habit 6 - Synergize
This habit is the power and strength that happens when we come together and
combine our strengths. By combining the strengths of each individual through
positive teamwork, you will achieve more than you could alone.
Habit 7 - Sharpen the Saw
This seventh and final habit is focused on continuous improvement at both the
personal and relational level.
When to pick it up?
Pick up this book when you want to focus on your development and are seeking
practical insights and tools that are useful and timeless.
Want more?
Go to the Franklin Covey website and download the free guide https://www.franklincovey.com/the-7-habits.html
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THE FIRST 90 DAYS: PROVEN STRATEGIES FOR GETTING UP
TO SPEED FASTER AND SMARTER
Michael Watkins
Background
Michael Watkins is co-founder of a leadership development company, Genesis
Advisers, and a professor at the IMD Business School.
Why this book?
This book has been in my bookshelf for years. I referred to it many times
throughout my corporate career.
It’s a great book to read when you are moving to a new role or organisation – be it
a sideways step, a promotion or just a change.
It provides simple ideas and reminders as to where and how you focus yourself to
be set up for success.
Michael explains how what you do early on during a job is what matters most. This
is because your colleagues and boss form their opinion on you based on limited
information – ie what you do in those early days.
Sadly, those opinions are sticky and it takes a lot for someone to change their
mind. This means your early impressions matter.
His approach focuses on what you need to do in the first 90 days. The logic
behind 90 days is that it is a quarter - which is an established timeframe in the
business world.
The book shares strategies on how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Break away from your old role
Promote yourself
Accelerate your learning
Diagnose the new environment so you can match strategy to the situation
Avoid common traps
Secure early wins
Negotiate success
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•
•
•
•
•

Build a productive working relationship with your boss
Achieve organisational alignment
Build your team
Create coalitions of support
Keep your balance

When to pick it up?
When you are heading to a new role. Ideally, pick up this book before you start, so
you have time to read or refresh yourself on where you need to focus your efforts
and energy.
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THE POWER PARADOX: HOW WE GAIN AND LOSE
INFLUENCE
Dacher Keltner
Background
Dacher Keltner is a professor of psychology at the University of California, Berkeley,
and the founding director of the university’s Greater Good Science Center.
Why this book?
The Power Paradox was my book of the year two years ago.
It’s a fascinating look into what gives a person power and what erodes their
power.
What you’ll learn?
Dacher writes that power is something we acquire by improving the lives of
other people in our social network. In this way, power is granted to us by others.
However, he notes that often our very experience of power destroys the skills that
gave us the power in the first place.
His research has found that people who feel powerful are more likely to act
impulsively. For example, to have affairs, drive aggressively, communicate in rude
or disrespectful ways or lie. They also find it harder to see the world from another
person’s perspective. It’s by behaving in that way that they then lose power
This outcome is where the power paradox arises: The skills most important to
obtaining power and effectively leading are the very skills that deteriorate once
we have acquired power.
In this book, you’ll learn how to be vigilant against the corruptive influences of
power, how to challenge yourself and your world view and what you need to do
to inoculate yourself and change your outlook on power.
Dacher will encourage you to embrace a different model of power, one which is
rooted in social intelligence, responsibility, and cooperation.
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When to pick it up?
This book is essential reading, so we understand how power impacts how we feel,
think and act.
Want more?
Subscribe to insights and ideas at the Greater Good Science Centre https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/
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THE POWER OF HABIT
Charles Duhigg

Background
Charles Duhigg is a Pulitzer-prize winning American journalist and non-fiction
author. He writes for The New York Times and is the author of two books on habits
and productivity.
Why this book?
Habits are ingrained ways of acting. About 40% of our actions every day are
habits, and so consequently, it’s essential to understand how they are acquired
and how you can change them.
What you’ll learn?
You’ll learn how to identify your habits, why they exist, and how to change them.
Charles looks at habits from an individual perspective, and also through an
organisational lens. Just as individuals struggle to change practices, so too do
organisations.
You’ll see why some people and organisations struggle to change, despite years
of trying, while others seem to change quickly overnight. You’ll read stories about
how habits have underpinned success, and discover how keystone habits can
change your life.
Charles’ model for habits is based on the following principles:
• We don’t break habits, we replace them with habits where the reward from
the new habit is equal to or greater than the habit we are leaving behind
• Creating a new habit is a three-step process (habit lool): Cue or a reminder to
do the new habit, a routine or process that helps to embed the practice into
the brain’s cognitive wiring, and a reward which is the benefit we derive from
the new habit
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When to pick it up?
When you’ve tried to change and create new habits and haven’t succeeded. This
book will help explain what may be getting in the way, and what you can do to
make the habit change more successful next time.
Want more?
Check out his interview with Harvard Business Review
https://hbr.org/2012/06/habits-why-we-do-what-we-do
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YOUR BRAIN AT WORK
Dr David Rock

Background
Dr David Rock is cofounder and director of the NeuroLeadership Institute, a global
initiative bringing neuroscientists and leadership experts together.
Why this book?
This book was one of the first I read many years ago that helped me better
understand the regions of the brain, how they interact with each other and then
how to put yourself in the best and most effective state at work.
What you’ll learn?
David Rock uses the metaphor of the pre-frontal cortex as a stage. The prefrontal cortex is that part of the brain that handles the executive functions such as
thinking, reasoning and decision making.
Issues arise when there are too many actors on your stage, each trying to
play multiple scenes. He explains why multi-tasking is a fallacy: “While it is
physically possible sometimes to do several mental tasks at once, accuracy and
performance drop off quickly”.
Like the above example, you’ll read explanations as to why your brain can limit
your progress. By the end, you’ll better understand how to maximise the use of
your mental resources.
You’ll learn how to maximise your chance of finding insights, how to keep your
cool in any situation so that you can make the best decisions, how to collaborate
more effectively with others, and how easy it is for your brain to make poor
decisions.
He explains how every time you focus your attention, you use a measurable
amount of glucose and other metabolic resources. This means each time you do
a task, you use some of those resources. Consequently, as you go through the
day you become less effective on the next task - especially for high-energy tasks
like self-control or decision making.
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When to pick it up?
This book is invaluable if you want to learn how to optimise your brain functionality
so you work more effectively and wisely.
Want more?
You can read his articles in PWC’s Strategy& website:
https://www.strategy-business.com/author?author=David+Rock
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ABOUT MICHELLE GIBBINGS
Michelle is the workplace expert. Comfortable with getting uncomfortable, she’s at the
forefront of creating workplace success by helping people to embrace the unknown and
fall in love with change.
Her key to cultivating thriving environments is working with people through three lenses:
as an individual, a leader, and in their wider role (and influence) within their organisation.
Tapping into each of these facets, she brings self-awareness to the forefront, empowering
people to work with those around them in a way that is productive, healthy and happy.
In a time of unprecedented change, organisations need leaders at every level,
inspiring progress by harnessing the energy and capability of its people. No matter the
organisational system, Michelle works to equip you with a practical toolkit so you are able
to take the pragmatic and purposeful steps needed to identify, harness and leverage
unseen opportunities.
Speaking internationally about better ways to lead, Michelle is in high demand as an
innovative keynote speaker, advisor and executive mentor of choice, with her best-selling
books a must-have for employees and managers alike - ‘Step Up: How to Build Your
Influence at Work’, ‘Career Leap: How to Reinvent and Liberate your Career’, and most
recently ‘Bad Boss: What to do if you work for one, manage one, or are one’.
From her penmanship to her captivating keynotes, Michelle’s relentless pursuit to empower
people is palpable. She is on a mission to change workplaces for the better – helping
people to step ahead, step up and leap into their brilliant future.
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